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The heatless regenerative air drier from Nexus Analytical is an ideal self-contained, fully automatic 
system and is superbly suited where low dew point air is required. 

 Continuous dry air flow 

 Low dew point 

 Self contained 

 Variable outlet air flow rate  

 One Year Warranty 

 Easy Installation  

 IP-65 wall mounted housing 

 Low Maintenance 

The heatless regenerative air drier will provide up to 30LPM of dry air. Plant process air is sup-
plied to the heatless air drier where the twin desiccant filled cylinders remove the moisture. One 
cylinder is suppling dry air and the other cylinder is regenerating. The desiccant used is molecu-
lar sieve 4A, which is a highly absorbent desiccant. The small portion of purge air required is 
supplied from the drying chamber expanded to atmospheric pressure and flows counter-current 
through the regenerating chamber. The wet exhaust purge air is purged through the exhaust 
port in the vapour phase eliminating the need for a drain. The purge airflow rate is controlled via 
the orifice and shuttle valve assembly situated on the drier assembly. The desiccant chambers 
are controlled by an encapsulated timer, which operates solenoid valves at a set time interval to 
produce the optimal drying efficiency and reliability. 

The complete package is housed in a IP-65 wall mounted housing, 255 x 210 x 165 mm ena-
bling the housing to be mounted in any convenient location. The flow rate can be adjusted from 
the flowmeter mounted on the front of the housing. The pressure regulator is factory set at 10 
psi however this can be adjusted by the customer if required. The adjustment for the regulator is 
accessible externally however the pressure gauge is housed inside the housing requiring the 
door to be opened. This is simply achieved by unscrewing the two screws securing the door 
closed. 
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It is recommended that an oil/water pre-filter is installed where the plant process air quality cannot 
be guaranteed to be oil/water and particulate free.  Desiccant driers only remove vapour phase 
water and not liquid water. Liquid water droplets and oil droplets will contaminate the desiccant 
media and reduce its efficiency. The dust produced by the desiccant drier is minimal however in 
some applications it may be necessary to install a suitable filter after the drier to remove any des-
iccant dust from the dry air stream. 

HEATLESS AIR DRIER SPECIFICATIONS 

Inlet Pressure   

300 ~700 kPag (45~100 psig)  

Inlet Temperature 

45°C Maximum 

Inlet Flow Rate 

0~40 LPM 

Outlet Flow Rate 

0~30 LPM 

Outlet Dew Point 

-40°C 

Inlet Outlet Fittings 

¼” Compression  

Cubicle Size 

255 x 210 x 165 mm (H.W.D) 

Power Supply 

240 V 50 Hz 
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